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The geometric and electronic structures of both neutral and negatively charged lead sulfide clus-
ters, (PbS)n/(PbS)n

− (n = 2–10) were investigated in a combined anion photoelectron spec-
troscopy and computational study. Photoelectron spectra provided vertical detachment energies
(VDEs) for the cluster anions and estimates of electron affinities (EA) for their neutral clus-
ter counterparts, revealing a pattern of alternating EA and VDE values in which even n clusters
exhibited lower EA and VDE values than odd n clusters up until n = 8. Computations found
neutral lead sulfide clusters with even n to be thermodynamically more stable than their immedi-
ate (odd n) neighbors, with a consistent pattern also being found in their HOMO–LUMO gaps.
Analysis of neutral cluster dissociation energies found the Pb4S4 cube to be the preferred product
of the queried fragmentation processes, consistent with our finding that the lead sulfide tetramer
exhibits enhanced stability; it is a magic number species. Beyond n = 10, computational stud-
ies showed that neutral (PbS)n clusters in the size range, n = 11–15, prefer two-dimensional
stacking of face-sharing lead sulfide cubical units, where lead and sulfur atoms possess a max-
imum of five-fold coordination. The preference for six-fold coordination, which is observed in
the bulk, was not observed at these cluster sizes. Taken together, the results show a preference
for the formation of slightly distorted, fused cuboids among small lead sulfide clusters.
© 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3635406]

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor nanocrystals or quantum dots (QDs) have
attracted considerable interest in recent years due to their
size-tunable electronic and optical properties. By virtue of
the spatial confinement of excitons (electron-hole pairs), QDs
have applications in diverse fields such as optoelectronics
and bio-medicine. Substantial progress has been made in
recent years, in the preparation, characterization, and fun-
damental study of QDs. Numerous methods have been de-
vised to synthesize colloidal QDs in various sizes and shapes
often in diverse environments, e.g., in solutions, embed-
ded in zeolites, in glasses, and in semiconducting polymers.
Although the vast majority of QD research is focused on
Group II-VI and III-V systems, narrow bandgap semicon-
ductor materials, such as lead sulfide (0.286 eV at 4.2 K
and 0.41 eV at room temperature)1, 2 have unique advan-
tages. Unlike other semiconducting quantum dots, such as
CdSe, lead sulfide has a large exciton Bohr radius (18 nm for
PbS versus 5.3 nm for CdSe), allowing it to exhibit strong
quantum confinement effects at much larger sizes than in
CdSe.

Despite the importance of lead sulfide in the ultra-
small size regime, experimental investigations of lead sul-
fide molecules and clusters have been limited. Work which

a)Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
addresses: akandalam@mcneese.edu and kbowen@jhu.edu.

has been reported includes mass spectrometric studies of
(PbS)+1–4 cluster cations,3, 4 spectroscopic investigations of
neutral lead sulfide monomers and dimers in both matri-
ces and the gas phase,5, 6 and a lone photoelectron spec-
troscopic study of the (PbS)− molecular anion.7 Molecu-
lar size, uncapped PbS quantum dots,8 as well as colloidal
PbS quantum dots9 have also been the focus of experimental
studies.

While lead sulfide nanocrystals, quantum dots, and
nanorods have been the focus of many computational
studies,10–12 relatively few calculations have been conducted
on lead sulfide clusters. Those calculations include two DFT
studies which investigated the stability and optical properties
of neutral (PbS)n clusters.13, 14 To our knowledge, neither ex-
perimental nor theoretical studies of negatively charged lead
sulfide clusters exist in literature. In order to gain a bet-
ter understanding of the structural evolution and electronic
structure of small lead sulfide clusters, we conducted a syn-
ergetic experimental and computational study of their an-
ions and corresponding neutrals, (PbS)n

− and (PbS)n, re-
spectively. Here, we present the results of our joint anion
photoelectron spectroscopic (PES) and density functional
theory (DFT) study of (PbS)n

− and (PbS)n clusters, n
= 2–10. In addition, we also report DFT-based computa-
tional results on the structural evolution and the stability of
slightly larger (PbS)n neutral clusters over the size range,
n = 11–15.
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II. METHODOLOGIES

A. Experimental method

Lead sulfide cluster anions were generated in a “smoke-
ion” source which has been described in detail previously.15

This device consists of an inert gas condensation cell coupled
to a weakly ionized plasma for the formation of ions of high
temperature materials. In this experiment, lead sulfide powder
(99.5% ESPI) was evaporated from a quartz crucible heated
with a tungsten heating coil to a temperature of 800 K. The
vapor was then rapidly cooled in a 2.0 Torr helium environ-
ment, held at 273 K, and ionized with a filament biased be-
tween −50 and −100 V (10 mA electron emission current).
This resulted in a mass spectrum of lead sulfide nanocluster
anions ranging in size from 14–56 PbS molecules per cluster.
When the filament bias was increased to between −150 and
−200 V, a discontinuous mass spectrum was produced
containing a second, smaller size distribution of anionic
molecules and clusters, comprising 1 to 12 PbS molecules
per cluster as well as the larger size distribution already men-
tioned. Cluster anions in this smaller size distribution were
then probed with negative ion PES.

Anion photoelectron spectroscopy is conducted by cross-
ing a mass-selected beam of negative ions with a fixed-
frequency photon beam and energy analyzing the resultant
photodetached electrons.16 This technique is a direct approach
to measuring electron binding energies, and it is governed by
the energy-conserving relationship, hν = EBE + EKE, where
hν is the photon energy, EBE is the electron binding (tran-
sition) energy, and EKE is the measured electron kinetic en-
ergy. Our apparatus consists of the “smoke-ion” source, ion
optics, a magnetic sector mass analyzer/sector, an argon ion
laser operated intra-cavity, and a hemispherical electron an-
alyzer (resolution of 23 meV). The photoelectron spectra of
(PbS)n

− were recorded using both the 488.0 nm (2.540 eV)
and 457.9 nm (2.707 eV) lines of an argon ion laser, and they
were calibrated against the well-known photoelectron spec-
trum of O−. There was no apparent EBE difference in the
recorded photoelectron spectra upon switching between these
two photon energies.

B. Computational method

Calculations were carried out under the framework of
density functional theory using GAUSSIAN03 software.17 We
used the gradient-corrected PW91PW91 functional,18 while
the compact effective potentials (CEPs) due to Stevens et al.19

(SBKJC) and 6–311 + G* basis sets were used for lead
and sulfur atoms, respectively. In the two previously re-
ported DFT-based studies on (PbS)n clusters,13, 14 the hybrid
DFT functional, Becke’s three parameter hybrid exchange
functional with Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation functional
(B3LYP),20, 21 was employed. In order to verify the accuracy
of our density functional as well as the basis set (SBKJC)
for the lead atoms, we calculated the adiabatic detachment
energy (ADE) and vertical detachment energy (VDE) of the
Pb6S6

− cluster using both B3LYP and PW91PW91 function-
als, along with two different basis sets for Pb, namely, the
Stuttgart/Dresden (SDD) basis set22 and SBKJC. These val-

TABLE I. Comparison of various functional forms and different basis func-
tions on (PbS)6

−. The relative energy (�E), VDE, and ADE (in eV) for two
isomers (6a′ and 6b′) along with the experimental values are also given.

(PbS)6
−

Cage (6b′) Double-cube (6a′)

Functional/basis �E VDE ADE �E VDE ADE

B3LYP/SDD 0.00 3.09 2.08 0.39 1.50 1.46
B3LYP/SBKJC 0.00 3.15 2.08 0.02 1.75 1.61
PW91/SDD 0.00 3.01 2.61 0.30 1.70 1.67
PW91/SBKJC 0.27 3.14 2.38 0.00 2.00 1.79
Experiment 2.00 (VDE); 1.74 (ADE)

ues were then compared with our corresponding experimen-
tal values. The results from these benchmark calculations are
given in Table I. Two isomers, a cage structure and an isomer
with face-sharing cubes, were considered for Pb6S6

− clus-
ter. Our calculations indicated that the PW91PW91 functional
along with the SBKJC basis set for lead atoms results in a bet-
ter agreement with the experimental VDE and ADE, while a
strong disagreement is observed for SDD basis set, irrespec-
tive of the functional form. Thus, in what follows, we will
report results based only on the PW91PW91 functional form
with the SBKJC basis set. In the procedure for geometry op-
timization, the convergence in total energy and gradient was
set to 10−9 hartree and 10−4 hartree/Å, respectively. The sta-
bility of all the isomers considered in this study was verified
by carrying out vibrational frequency calculations.

Vertical detachment energies were calculated as the en-
ergy differences between the neutral and anionic clusters, cal-
culated at the anions’ ground state geometry. The adiabatic
detachment energy was obtained by calculating the energy
difference between the ground state geometry (its lowest en-
ergy isomer) of the anionic cluster and the structurally similar
isomer of its neutral counterpart. Since several nearly isoen-
ergetic isomers (�E ∼ 0.20 eV) were found for some cluster
sizes, their presence or absence in the molecular beam were
assessed by comparing their calculated ADE and VDE values
with the corresponding values obtained from their photoelec-
tron spectra.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental results and discussion

The photoelectron spectra of (PbS)n
−, n = 1–10 are pre-

sented in Fig. 1. The bottom x-axis shows the electron kinetic
energy (EKE) scale, while the top x-axis displays the elec-
tron binding energy (EBE) scale, these being related by the
relation, EKE = hν − EBE. Most of these spectra are dom-
inated by single, strong peaks, the exception being the spec-
trum of the dimer anion. In the dimer anion’s case, the higher
EBE peak is due to a transition between the anion’s ground
state and the first excited state of the corresponding neutral.
Additionally, the spectrum of (PbS)8

− exhibits a low inten-
sity feature at EBE ∼1.7 eV on the low EBE side of its main
peak, and a similar feature is seen as a shoulder in the spec-
trum of (PbS)5

−. The weak features in the spectra of (PbS)8
−
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FIG. 1. The 488 nm photoelectron spectra of the stoichiometric lead sulfide
cluster anion series, (PbS)n

− (n = 1–10).

and (PbS)5
− may be due to vibrational hot bands, but they

are more likely due to the higher energy isomers. The lowest
EBE peak in the dimer anion and the main peaks in all of the
other spectra correspond to transitions between their cluster
anion electronic ground states and the lowest energy, accessi-
ble electronic states of their corresponding neutral clusters.

The widths of the spectra also deserve comment. The
lower EBE feature in the dimer anion’s spectrum exhibits a
width, which is similar to that seen for the main peaks of
the larger cluster anions. In fact, the widths of all of these
are remarkably similar and, given their complexity, relatively
narrow. This suggests that the neutral state being accessed in
these transitions is structurally similar to that of the cluster
anion, vindicating the use of the computational definition of
ADE described above. Also, as shown below, the calculated
anion/neutral structures of these species often show close ge-
ometric similarities.

Vertical detachment energies were taken to be the EBE
values of the intensity maxima in the main peaks and the low-
est EBE peak in the case of the dimer anion. Adiabatic de-
tachment energies were taken as the EBE values at ∼10% of
the peak heights of Gaussian fits of the main peaks (or the
low EBE peak in the case of n = 2) on their low EBE sides.
The measured ADE and VDE values along with the computed
ADE and VDE are listed in Table II. (Note: Our computations

TABLE II. The measured and calculated adiabatic detachment energy and
vertical detachment energy of (PbS)n

− (n = 1–10) clusters.

Experimental Theoretical
value (eV) value (eV)

Cluster Structure ADE VDE ADE VDE

PbS− 1a′ 1.05 1.10 0.91 1.00
(PbS)2

− 2a′ 1.30 1.50 1.62 1.70
(PbS)3

− 3a′ 1.89 2.20 2.00 2.19
3b′ 2.72 2.31

(PbS)4
− 4a′ 1.47 1.66 1.44 1.81

(PbS)5
− 5a′ 1.95 2.10 1.74 1.95

5b′ 2.23 3.07
(PbS)6

− 6a′ 1.74 2.00 1.79 2.00
6b′ 2.38 3.14
6c′ 1.66 1.79

(PbS)7
− 7a′ 2.01 2.22 2.17 2.32

7b′ 1.86 2.41
(PbS)8

− 8a′ 1.93 2.25 1.89 2.35
8b′ 1.90 2.11

(PbS)9
− 9a′ 1.99 2.15 1.99 2.04

9b′ 1.85 2.02
(PbS)10

− 10a′ 2.08 2.25 2.12 2.32
10b′ 2.14 2.36
10c′ 2.06 2.32

agree that the VDE value for (PbS)8
− is appropriately associ-

ated with its main peak.)
Both Fig. 1 and Table II reveal an odd-even alteration

of VDE and ADE values in which even n clusters exhibit
lower ADE and VDE values than odd n clusters at least up
to n = 8. This alteration bears a resemblance to the pho-
toelectron spectra of sodium fluoride cluster anions,23 con-
trasting with that of covalently bonded, gallium arsenide
cluster anions, which show no such alternation.24 This is
consistent with lead sulfide clusters showing a marked
tendency toward ionic behavior, i.e., fused cuboid and
“baby crystal” formation. Finally, lead sulfide tetramers,
(PbS)4/(PbS)4

−, exhibit remarkably low ADE and VDE val-
ues relative to their immediate size neighbors, i.e., n = 3 and
5. Our computational results, presented below, demonstrate
the uniqueness of lead sulfide tetramer, cuboids among (PbS)n

(n = 1–10) clusters.

B. Theoretical results and discussion

Figures 2 and 3 display the ground state geometries and
higher energy isomers of neutral and anionic (PbS)n/(PbS)n

−

(n = 1–10) clusters. The calculated and measured adiabatic
detachment energies and vertical detachment energies are
given in Table II.

1. Neutral and negatively charged (PbS)n (n = 1–10)
clusters

a. PbS/PbS−. The bond length of PbS is calculated to
be 2.30 Å, while in its anionic counterpart the bond length
has elongated to 2.40 Å. Using the Franck-Condon analysis
of the photoelectron spectrum of PbS−, one of the current au-
thors (K.H.B.) earlier reported7 the bond length of PbS− to be
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FIG. 2. The lowest energy and higher energy isomers of neutral (PbS)n (n = 1–10) clusters. The yellow spheres represent S atoms and the grey ones represent
Pb atoms. The bond lengths are given in Å. The relative energy is calculated with respect to the lowest energy structure.
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FIG. 3. The lowest energy and higher energy isomers of anionic (PbS)n (n = 1–10) clusters. The yellow spheres represent S atoms and the grey ones represent
Pb atoms. The bond lengths are given in Å. The relative energy is calculated with respect to the lowest energy structure.
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2.39 Å. The VDE and ADE of PbS−/PbS were calculated to
be 1.0 eV and 0.91 eV, respectively, while the corresponding
measured values are 1.10 and 1.05 eV, respectively. Thus, our
calculated bond length and the electron detachment energies
are in excellent agreement with the experimental values.

b. (PbS)2/(PbS)2
−. In the case of (PbS)2 and (PbS)2

−,
two structures were considered for geometry optimization,
with one being a square and the other a non-planar bent struc-
ture. In both structures, the Pb and S atoms are arranged in an
alternate fashion. The square structure (Fig. 3, 2a′) is found to
be the ground state for the (PbS)2

−, while the neutral (PbS)2

prefers the bent structure (Fig. 2, 2a), with a folding angle of
16.86◦. Interestingly, the square structure is not even a mini-
mum in neutral (PbS)2, while the bent structure is not a mini-
mum on the potential energy surface of (PbS)2

−. The separa-
tion between the Pb atoms in (PbS)2

− is 3.59 Å, while neutral
(PbS)2 exhibits an increased interaction between Pb atoms
resulting in the bent structure with Pb atoms separated by
3.39 Å. On the other hand, the Pb–S bond lengths are almost
equal in both the neutral and anionic dimers, with 2.54 Å in
neutral and 2.56 Å in anion. These bond lengths are longer
than in their corresponding PbS molecules, as expected. Our
calculated VDE for (PbS)2

− is 1.70 eV, which is a fair agree-
ment with the experimental value of 1.50 eV. However, there
is a slight discrepancy in the computed and measured values
of ADE, with the computed ADE being 1.62 eV, while the
measured value being 1.30 eV.

c. (PbS)3/(PbS)3
−. For the trimer, two isomers were

considered for geometry optimization: a bridged trigonal
bipyramid and a folded structure which can also be viewed
as an edge (PbS) removed cubic structure. Between these two
isomers, the trigonal bipyramidal structure with a bridged S
atom is found to be the most preferred structure in both the
neutral (Fig. 2, 3a) and anionic (Fig. 3, 3a′) clusters. The Pb–
S bond lengths in this isomer range from 2.53 Å to 2.77 Å in
the neutral trimer, and from 2.58 to 2.65 Å in the anionic case.
Interestingly, Pb–Pb interactions continue to be significant in
the trimer as they did in the dimer. The Pb–Pb bond length in
the S–capped edge of this isomer is 3.25 Å in both the neu-
tral and anion trimer. On the other hand, the folded structure,
analogous to two adjacent sides of a cube in which there are
no Pb–Pb interactions, is found to be 0.53 eV higher in en-
ergy for the neutral trimer (Fig. 2, 3b), while in the case of the
anion, it is 0.22 eV higher in energy (Fig. 3, 3b′). The folded
(edge-removed cube) structure was reported to be the ground
state geometry of neutral (PbS)3 in previously reported the-
oretical studies. This disagreement between our results and
the previously reported results cannot be due to the differ-
ent functional forms (PW91PW91 in the present case, B3LYP
in the previously reported studies), since the energy differ-
ence between the edge-capped trigonal bipyramidal structure
and the folded structure is quite large in neutral (PbS)3 (�E
= 0.53 eV) cluster. This disagreement is most likely due to
the fact that in the previously reported studies, the authors
might not have considered the edge-capped trigonal bipyra-
midal structure.

Owing to the fact that two isomers in anion are close in
energy (�E = 0.22 eV), we calculated the ADE and VDE
values for both the isomers. The ground state geometry (3a′)
yields ADE and VDE values of 2.00 eV and 2.19 eV, respec-
tively. These values are in excellent agreement with the exper-
imental ADE of 1.89 eV and VDE of 2.20 eV. On the other
hand, the calculated ADE and VDE values of the higher en-
ergy folded structure (3b′) are 2.31 and 2.72 eV, respectively.
Since these values are not in agreement with the measured
values, we believe that only the edge-capped trigonal bipyra-
midal structure, and not the folded structure, is present in our
cluster beam.

d. (PbS)4/(PbS)4
−. The ground state geometry of both

neutral and anionic lead sulfide tetramers is a cube with alter-
nating Pb and S atoms. This is the smallest lead sulfide clus-
ter in which there is no Pb–Pb interactions and in which Pb–S
bonds govern the stabilization of the cluster. While the neutral
(PbS)4 cluster is a perfect cube (Td) with a Pb–S bond length
of 2.66 Å (Fig. 2, 4a), its anionic counterpart is a distorted
cube (Fig. 3. 4a′), with two distinct Pb–S bond lengths, i.e.,
2.65 and 2.74 Å. Our calculated values of the ADE and VDE
of (PbS)4 and (PbS)4

− are 1.47 eV and 1.66 eV, respectively.
These values are in good agreement with the corresponding
measured values of 1.44 and 1.81 eV.

e. (PbS)5/(PbS)5
−. Our calculations revealed two stable

and distinct structures for neutral Pb5S5 cluster: a bi-capped
non-planar octagonal structure (Fig. 2, 5a) and a derivative of
the cubical structure observed in (PbS)4 with a PbS unit fused
to one of the faces of the cube (Fig. 2, 5b), with the 5a isomer
being 0.55 eV lower in energy than 5b isomer. In isomer 5b,
there is a considerable interaction between two lead atoms
with a Pb–Pb bond length of 3.26 Å, while the Pb–S bonds
are considerably weakened, with a bond lengths of 2.96 Å.
In the (PbS)5

− anionic cluster, the bi-capped octagonal struc-
ture (Fig. 3, 5a′) and the PbS fused lead sulfide tetramer cubic
structure (Fig. 3, 5b′) are almost energetically degenerate with
an energy difference of 0.06 eV. In order to determine the
correct ground state geometry of the (PbS)5

− anionic clus-
ter, we have calculated the ADE and VDE of both of these
isomers. In case of the isomer 5a′, the ADE and VDE are
1.79 eV and 2.00 eV, respectively, while in isomer 5b′, the
ADE is calculated to be 2.23 eV and VDE is 3.07 eV. Our
measured electron detachment energies from the spectrum are
1.95 eV (ADE) and 2.10 eV (VDE). Upon comparing our cal-
culated ADE and VDE values with that of the experimental
values, we conclude that only the bi-capped octagonal struc-
ture (isomer 5a′) is present in our cluster beam.

f. (PbS)6/(PbS)6
−. Beyond n = 5, the geometries of lead

sulfide clusters evolve based on the neutral tetramer cube,
where either lead sulfide monomer or dimer units are added to
the cubic structure. The ground state geometry of the neutral
(PbS)6 cluster corresponds to two, face-sharing cubes (Fig. 2,
6a), while a drum structure made up of two hexagonal rings
(Fig.2, 6b) is found to be 0.28 eV higher in energy. Even
though our ground state geometry is similar to that of the
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previously reported studies,13, 14 it does not have a perfect D2h

symmetry as reported in these studies. In fact, there are two
different Pb–S bond lengths present in this isomer: 2.61 Å
and 2.81 Å (see 6a in Fig. 2). The longer bond length is ob-
served when one of the Pb or S atoms are four-fold coordi-
nated, while the shorter bond length corresponds to three-fold
coordinated Pb and/or S atoms. In fact, the D2h structure is
not found to be a minimum on the neutral potential energy
surface.

The presence of an extra electron in the (PbS)6
− anionic

cluster resulted in a distorted face-sharing cubic structure
(Fig. 3, 6a′), followed by a higher energy (�E = 0.27 eV)
cage structure containing four rhombuses, two pentagons, and
a hexagon (Fig. 3, 6b′). Interestingly, this higher energy cage
structure has one Pb–Pb bond, with a bond length of 3.14 Å.
The drum structure (Fig. 3, 6c′) is 0.42 eV higher in energy
than the ground state geometry. Compared to the neutral
(PbS)6 cluster, the (PbS)6

− anion has a highly asymmetric
structure (Fig. 3, 6a′), with four different Pb–S bonds ranging
from 2.60 Å to 2.89 Å in bond length. Since in (PbS)6

− clus-
ter, there are two isomers (6a′ and 6b′) that are energetically
close, we have calculated the electron detachment energies
for both of them. The calculated electron detachment energies
of the lowest energy structure (6a′) are 1.79 eV (ADE) and
2.00 eV (VDE), which are in excellent agreement with the
experimental ADE value of 1.74 eV and VDE of 2.00 eV (see
Table II). On the other hand, the VDE and ADE of the
cage structure (6b′) are calculated to be 2.38 and 3.14 eV,
respectively, and are not in agreement with the corresponding
measured values. Thus, we conclude that only the lowest
energy isomer (6a′) is making the dominant contribution to
the photoelectron spectrum. It should also be noted that the
excellent agreement between our calculated and measured
ADE values further indicates that the structure of the ground
state, neutral (PbS)6 cluster, even though it corresponds to a
face-sharing cubes, is not perfectly symmetric as reported in
the earlier studies.14

g. (PbS)7/(PbS)7
−. On increasing the number of lead

sulfide units to seven, the formation of a symmetric linear ar-
ray of face-sharing cubes, as was the case in the (PbS)6 neu-
tral, does not occur in neutral (PbS)7. Our calculations show
that there are three stable isomers for the (PbS)7 neutral clus-
ter. The lowest energy structure of (PbS)7 corresponds to a
highly distorted open-cage structure (Fig. 2, 7a), which can
also be described as two distorted cubes fused on the sides.
A more symmetric structure (Fig. 2, 7b), in which two cubes
share an edge, is found to be 0.10 eV higher in energy. The
third structure is a cage containing six rhombuses and two
hexagons (Fig. 2, 7c). Our lowest energy structure is not in
agreement with the previously reported14 lowest energy iso-
mer of the neutral (PbS)7 cluster. In the earlier study, the iso-
mer 7c was reported to be the lowest energy isomer. Neither
isomer 7a nor isomer 7b was reported in the earlier work.14

The ground state structure of the negatively charged
(PbS)7

− cluster is not same as that of its neutral counter-
part. In fact, the ground state geometry of the (PbS)7

− clus-
ter anion is a symmetric structure, in which two cubes are

fused along the edge (Fig. 3, 7a′), while a distorted open-
cage structure, which is the ground state in neutral (PbS)7,
is 0.21 eV higher in energy (Fig. 3, 7b′). The calculated elec-
tron detachment energies of the ground state anion (7a′) are
2.12 eV (VDE) and 2.28 eV (ADE), which are in good agree-
ment with the corresponding experimental values of 2.01 eV
and 2.22 eV, respectively. On the other hand, the calculated
values of ADE and VDE for Isomer 7b′ are 1.86 eV and
2.41 eV, which do not account for the observed peaks in the
experiments. Therefore, the structure of the neutral (PbS)7

cluster, obtained as a result of the vertical photodetachment
of an electron from (PbS)7

−, corresponds to the isomer con-
taining two edge-shared cubes (7b), rather than the distorted
open-cage structure (7a, even though it is the ground state
structure of the neutral).

h. (PbS)8/(PbS)8
−. For the (PbS)8 neutral cluster, two

isomers were considered for geometry optimization. The
ground state geometry of the (PbS)8 cluster corresponds to
a one-dimensional growth of the cubical units (a quadrangu-
lar prism), which can be obtained by stacking of three cubes
(Fig. 2, 8a). This isomer can also be obtained by adding
a (PbS)2 unit to the ground state geometry of (PbS)6 clus-
ter (Fig. 2, 6a) in a linear fashion. On the other hand, if a
(PbS)2 unit were to be added on top of (PbS)6, it would re-
sult in isomer 8b, which is 0.26 eV higher in energy than
the isomer 8a. Isomer 8b can also be obtained by adding a
PbS unit to the edge-sharing (PbS)7 cluster (2, 7b). There are
three distinct Pb–S bonds present in Isomer 8a, with the Pb–S
bond length in the central cube (2.98 Å) being significantly
longer than that of the other Pb–S bonds in the cluster. It is
also longer than the Pb–S bond length in the (PbS)4 cube
(2.66 Å) but very close to the Pb–S bond length in the bulk
lead sulfide crystal (2.957 Å).25 In addition and as expected,
the Pb–S bond distances between four-fold coordinated lead
and sulfur atoms is larger (2.74 Å) than that of the Pb–S bond
distance between three-fold coordinated lead and sulfur atoms
(2.62 Å). Based on these bond lengths, the (PbS)8 neutral
cluster can be visualized as two weakly interacting (PbS)4

cubes.
The ground state geometry of the (PbS)8

− cluster anion
(Fig. 3, 8a′) is similar to that of its neutral counterpart; how-
ever, there is a significant distortion of the central cube due
to the extra electron, making this cluster highly asymmetric.
The extra electron in the (PbS)8

− cluster anion has resulted in
a further elongation of the Pb–S bond in the central cube to
3.06 Å, thereby weakening the interaction between the two
(PbS)4 cubes. The isomer with two-dimensional stacking of
cubes (Fig. 3, 8b′) is found to be 0.25 eV higher in energy.
The calculated ADE of both of these isomers, 1.89 eV for 8a′

and 1.90 eV for 8b′, are in excellent agreement with the exper-
imentally estimated value of 1.93 eV (See Table II). In addi-
tion, the VDE of isomer 8a′ is calculated to be 2.35 eV, while
the corresponding value for isomer 8b′ is 2.11 eV, with both
being in good agreement with the experimental VDE value of
2.25 eV (Table II). Considering the small energy difference
between the isomers (8a′ and 8b′), the nearly identical ADE
values, and the similar VDE values, we believe that both the
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anionic isomers may be contributing towards the spectrum.
However, under the current experimental conditions, we can-
not come to a definite conclusion on the existence of multiple
isomers.

i. (PbS)9/(PbS)9
−. The addition of a PbS molecular unit

to a neutral (PbS)8 cluster results in two isomers of neutral
(PbS)9, 9a and 9b (Fig. 2). The ground state geometry of neu-
tral (PbS)9 corresponds to the stacking of four cubes in two di-
mensions (Fig. 2, 9a) with three distinct Pb–S bond lengths of
2.50, 2.73, and 2.80 Å. The ground state geometry of (PbS)9

can be seen as an extension of isomer, 8b of (PbS)8. A tubular
structure with three layers of hexagons (Fig. 2, 9b) is found to
be 0.33 eV higher in energy.

The lowest energy geometry of the (PbS)9
− cluster an-

ion is similar to that of the neutral (PbS)9 cluster (Fig. 3,
9a′). The presence of the extra electron in (PbS)9

− has again
resulted in the elongation of all of the Pb–S bonds as com-
pared to the neutral Pb9S9. The tubular structure of (PbS)9

−

(Fig. 3, 9b′) is found to be 0.47 eV higher in energy than the
lowest energy isomer of (PbS)9

−. Even though the energy dif-
ference between the two isomers of (PbS)9

− is larger than the
uncertainty of our theoretical method, we have calculated the
electron detachment energies of both of these isomers. Inter-
estingly, the evaluated values of ADE and VDE for both the
isomers are close to the observed values from the spectrum.
The ADE and VDE values from the photoelectron spectrum
are estimated to be 1.99 eV and 2.15 eV, respectively, while
the computed ADE and VDE are 1.99 eV and 2.04 eV for iso-
mer 9a′ and 1.85 eV and 2.02 eV for isomer 9b′. Considering
the similar computed ADE and VDE values of these isomers
and the good agreement with the corresponding experimen-
tal values, we cannot eliminate the possibility that both the
two-dimensionally stacked cubic structure (Fig. 3, 9a′) and
the tubular structure (Fig. 3, 9b′) contribute to the photoelec-
tron spectrum of (PbS)9

−.

j. (PbS)10/(PbS)10
−. Upon increasing the number of PbS

molecular units in the cluster to 10, our calculations show
three stable, neutral (PbS)10 isomers within the energy dif-
ference of 0.21 eV (Fig. 2, 10a, 10b, and 10c). All three
isomers correspond to periodic arrays of cubes stacked ei-
ther in one or two dimensions. The lowest energy isomer
of neutral (PbS)10 is a symmetric (C2v) structure exhibiting
two-dimensional stacking of lead sulfide cubical units (Fig. 2,
10a). A quadrangular prism structure (Fig. 2, 10b), obtained
by a linear stacking of four cubes, with four distinct Pb–S
bonds is found to be 0.13 eV higher in energy than the ground
state geometry. Another isomer with two-dimensional stack-
ing of cubes, resulting in an L–shaped structure (Fig. 2, 10c),
is found to be 0.21 eV higher in energy.

The lowest energy isomer among (PbS)10
− cluster an-

ions is similar to that of its neutral counterpart with
two-dimensional stacking of cubes preferred over the
one-dimensional stacking (Fig. 3, 10a′). Interestingly, the
quadrangular prism structure (Fig. 3, 10c′) and the L–shaped
isomer (Fig. 3, 10b′) were found to be energetically degen-

erate with each other and 0.19 eV higher in energy than iso-
mer 10a′. Following the trend observed in the smaller lead
sulfide clusters, the presence of an extra electron in (PbS)10

−

cluster has not only resulted in elongation of Pb–S bonds as
compared to the corresponding bonds in the neutral cluster,
but also resulted in more distorted asymmetric structures. We
have calculated the ADE and VDE values for all three isomers
and compared them to the values obtained from the (PbS)10

−

spectrum. The experimentally determined values for ADE and
VDE of (PbS)10

− are 2.08 eV and 2.25 eV, respectively. In-
terestingly, the computed ADE and VDE values of the three
isomers are all in good agreement with the experimental val-
ues as listed in Table II. Hence, we can infer that the photo-
electron spectrum may be representative of all three anionic
(PbS)10

− isomers.
Hence, we infer that the structural evolution of lead sul-

fide clusters follows a growth pattern of adding cubes in two
dimensions. The growth pattern can be generalized as a two-
dimensional stacking of cubical units, such that they either
share a face or an edge depending upon the number of lead
sulfide molecular units in a given cluster.

2. (PbS)n (n = 11–15) clusters

In Sec. III B 1, we demonstrated that our chosen com-
putational methodology is sufficient to provide good esti-
mates of ADE and VDE values of (PbS)n/(PbS)n

− (n = 1–10)
clusters as well as relative energies among isomers. Encour-
aged by this success, we have continued our computations on
neutral lead sulfide clusters up to the nanometer-size regime,
i.e., up to n = 15. Our aim was to examine the growth pattern
of these clusters as a function of the number of PbS molecu-
lar units. While small lead sulfide clusters adopt various dis-
torted geometries (in Fig. 2, see structures 3a, 5a, and 7a) as
their sizes increase, from n = 8 on up in size the lowest en-
ergy structures were dominated by cuboidal arrangements of
lead sulfide units. Although this is not entirely surprising,
we will see that not all cubic arrangements are energeti-
cally favorable. As before, for each stoichiometry we have
searched several structures. The lowest energy isomers for
neutral (PbS)n (n = 11–15) clusters are displayed in Figs. 4
and 5.

The lowest energy structure for neutral (PbS)11 can be
constructed by adding a PbS unit to (PbS)10 (Fig. 2, structure
10a). The addition of a PbS unit will generally be accompa-
nied by the formation of a cube; structures where a PbS unit
is left “hanging” (in a low coordination mode) are higher in
energy. The Pb-S bond lengths in the structure 11a vary from
2.96 Å to 2.51 Å. As a general rule, for any given neutral lead
sulfide cluster, the peripheral Pb-S bonds are shorter and the
interior bonds longer. This is due to the high coordination and
the increased geometrical strain at the interior of the cluster.
Note that longest Pb-S bond length is always in the vicinity of
2.90 to 3.00 Å, which is the average bond length in the bulk
lead sulfide.25

For (PbS)12 neutral clusters, there are two structures
within 0.2 eV of one another (Fig. 4, structures 12a and 12b).
The lowest energy structure (12a) is obtained by adding a
(PbS)2 unit to 10a and the second lowest energy isomer (12b)
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FIG. 4. The lowest energy and higher energy isomers of neutral (PbS)n (n = 11–13) clusters. The yellow spheres represent S atoms and the grey ones represent
Pb atoms. The bond lengths are given in Å. The relative energy is calculated with respect to the lowest energy structure.

can be formed by adding a PbS molecular unit to 11a. This
shows that higher clusters can be constructed either by adding
PbS unit to the lower cluster or by adding (PbS)2 unit to
the next lower stoichiometric cluster. Fragmentation analysis
lends further support to the hypothesis that addition of (PbS)2

units are increasingly preferred.
Similarly, for (PbS)13, the two lowest energy isomers

(13a and 13b) are derived from 12a and 11a by the addition of
a molecular PbS and (PbS)2 units, respectively. Once again,
the structures in which PbS units that do not lead to cube for-
mation (13d and 13e) are higher in energy (Fig. 4). The same
trend continues for both (PbS)14 and (PbS)15 clusters as well.
Lowest energy isomers of all these clusters can be directly
traced back to their smaller clusters.

In addition to these structures, there are two other clus-
ter types worth mentioning. First, there is the quadrangular

prism (QP): which is a linear (one-dimensional) arrangement
of cubes. As the size of the cluster increases, the preference
for quadrangular prism steadily decreases. For example, for
n = 10, 12, and 14 cluster sizes, the relative energy differ-
ences between the most stable structures and the QP struc-
tures are 0.13 eV, 0.46 eV, and 0.54 eV, respectively. This is
understandable because as the sizes of the clusters increase,
the preference for “clusterization,” where more and more
atoms attain higher coordination, also increases. The lowest
energy isomers considered here have one thing in common;
the maximum coordination number that all the lead and sul-
fur atoms adopt is five. In other words, all the isomers are
either one- or two-dimensional stacking of cubes. What about
clusters where at least some atoms are six-fold coordinated?
Note that in the bulk all lead and sulfur atoms have hexa-
coordination. In order to understand the energy preference for
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FIG. 5. The lowest energy and low-lying isomers of neutral (PbS)n (n = 14–15) clusters. The yellow spheres represent S atoms and the grey ones represent Pb
atoms. The bond lengths are given in Å. The relative energy is calculated with respect to the lowest energy structure.

bulk-like clusters, we have studied isomers where at least one
PbS unit is hexa-coordinated, as in 12e, 14d, 15c, and 15d.
In all these isomers, the coordination around central PbS unit
is similar to that of the bulk structure. Our calculations in-
dicate that these isomers are 0.64 eV, 0.35 eV, 0.41 eV, and
0.65 eV, respectively, higher in energy than the correspond-
ing lowest energy structures. Although, the cluster size has
reached nanometer scale (the diameter in (PbS)15 is 12 Å), the
geometrical strain, as reflected in Pb-S bond lengths, associ-
ated in the formation of hexa-coordination is not sufficiently
compensated for the cluster sizes considered in the current
study.

3. Stability and energetics of (PbS)n (n = 1–15)
clusters

The calculated HOMO–LUMO (HL) gaps of (PbS)n (n
= 1–15) neutral clusters are plotted in Fig. 6. For the most
part, the HOMO–LUMO gaps of lead sulfide clusters oscil-
late with size, although their values also tend to decrease with
increasing size, e.g., (H-L) gaps = 2.95 eV in (PbS)2 but
1.92 eV in (PbS)13. Significantly, the (PbS)4 cluster has the
largest H-L gap, at 2.96 eV.

Interestingly, in an experimental study a few years
ago,8 it was reported that sub-nanometer-size, uncapped lead
sulfide QDs, synthesized via electroporation of synthetic
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FIG. 6. HOMO–LUMO gap (in eV) of neutral (PbS)n (n = 1–15) clusters as
a function of n, the number of PbS units.

vesicles, exhibited time-dependent, oscillating red and
blueshifts of their UV absorption bands. These QDs were
characterized as being smaller than 1 nm (3–10 Å) and report-
edly corresponded to (PbS)n (n = 1–9) clusters. In addition,
beyond the size corresponding to n = 8, a monotonic redshift
of the absorption band was observed. Our calculated results
exhibit an oscillating trend in the H-L gaps up to n = 13, with
a sharp drop in H-L gap values beginning at n ∼ 9, and a min-
imal change in the H-L gap beyond n = 13. Curiously, our
theoretical results appear to track the above-mentioned exper-
imental results.8

The binding energy per PbS unit, Eb, of neutral (PbS)n (n
= 1–15) clusters is calculated from the following equation:

Eb = −[E(PbS)n − nE(PbS)]

n
. (1)

These Eb values as a function of the number of PbS units
(n) are plotted in Fig. 7. The Eb values increased dramatically
with the number of PbS units between n = 2–4. Beyond n =
4, the change in binding energy per PbS unit is minimal, with
even n clusters exhibiting slightly larger binding energies than
odd n clusters. The nearly saturated binding energies beyond n
= 4 may be due to structural similarities among larger (PbS)n

clusters, possibly due to the presence of cubical (PbS)4 motifs.
In order to study the thermodynamic stability of (PbS)n

clusters, we have calculated the fragmentation/dissociation
energies along different pathways using the following
equations:

Fragmentation losing PbS

= −[E(PbS)n − E(PbS)n−1 − E(PbS)], (2)

Fragmentation losing (PbS)2

= −[E(PbS)n − E(PbS)n−2 − E(PbS)2], (3)

Fragmentation losing (PbS)4

= −[E(PbS)n − E(PbS)n−4 − E(PbS)4]. (4)

FIG. 7. Eb, the binding energy per PbS unit of neutral (PbS)n (n = 1–15)
clusters (from Eq. (1)) as a function of n, the number of PbS units.

The fragmentation energies are calculated by considering
the ground state energies of both the parent and the product
clusters. The fragmentation energies calculated here provide
us with a gauge of the stabilities of these clusters.

In Fig. 8, we show fragmentation energies as a function
of n for the above three product outcomes. From Fig. 8, it
is evident that (PbS)4 exhibits unusually high stability com-
pared to its neighboring clusters. (It is more difficult to frag-
ment.) In addition, the fragmentation/dissociation resulting in
(PbS)4 as a product cluster is found to be consistently the most
preferred fragmentation pathway for all of the (PbS)n clusters
in the present study. Among all the clusters, (PbS)8 requires
the least amount of energy (1.39 eV) to dissociate it into two
(PbS)4 clusters. This scenario is consistent with the structure
of (PbS)8 discussed earlier, where the ground state geome-
try of (PbS)8 can be seen as two weakly interacting (PbS)4

cubic units. The fragmentation pathway leading to PbS and

FIG. 8. Fragmentation energies of neutral (PbS)n (n = 1–15) clusters into
different fragmentation paths (from Eqs. (2)–(4)) as a function of n, the num-
ber of PbS units.
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(PbS)n−1 units exhibits an odd–even alteration, with clusters
comprising even numbers of PbS units being more stable than
clusters with odd values of n, indicating that the PbS units
prefer to add in pairs, i.e., (PbS)2. This is also consistent with
the odd–even alteration observed in the electron detachment
energy values, where the clusters with even n have a lower
ADE than the clusters with odd n.

It is well known in gas-phase cluster physics that during
the fragmentation of larger clusters, the most preferred frag-
mentation pathway often leads to the most stable species, i.e.,
a magic number cluster. A magic cluster is typically charac-
terized by unusually high stability compared to its immedi-
ate neighbors, a large H-L gap, and a smaller EA value than
that of its immediate neighbors. The (PbS)4 cluster satisfies all
these criteria and can, thus, be classified as a magic cluster.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, negatively charged (PbS)n
− (n = 1–10) clus-

ters were generated in the gas-phase and characterized using
anion photoelectron spectroscopy. The observed electron de-
tachment energies of these clusters show an odd-even alter-
ation up to n = 8. Among the clusters considered in this study,
(PbS)4

− has the lowest ADE of 1.47 eV. For small clusters
(1 < n < 5), our calculations found that the structures with
Pb–Pb bonds were either ground state geometries or energet-
ically competitive. Beyond n = 5, isomers containing Pb–S
bonds were found to be preferred. Furthermore, the energet-
ics (fragmentation, H-L gaps) pertaining to the structural evo-
lution of these clusters indicate that the (PbS)4 is a magic
cluster.

Furthermore, in neutral (PbS)n (n = 11–15) nanoclusters,
there is a strong preference for forming structures based on
the two-dimensional stacking of cubes, in which the Pb and S
atoms prefer a maximum of five-fold coordination. This ob-
servation raised an important question: At what cluster size
of (PbS)n does the transition to bulk-like structures occur, i.e.,
where the Pb and S atoms have a six-fold coordination. Thus,
one might expect a change in the optical properties of (PbS)n

clusters when they undergo a structural transition from a two-
dimensional layered structure to a bulk-like structure. A sys-
tematic study focusing on the structural evolution of (PbS)n

nanoclusters with size is vital for understanding their size-
dependent optical properties. A computational investigation
in this direction is currently underway.
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